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Ultimate strength of carbon nanotubes: A theoretical study
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The ultimate strength of carbon nanotubes is investigated by large-scale quantum calculations. While the
formation energy of strain-induced topological defects determines the thermodynamic limits of the elastic
response and of mechanical resistance to applied tension, it is found that the activation barriers for the
formation of such defects are much larger than estimated previously. The theoretical results indicate a substan-
tially greater resilience and strength, and show that the ultimate strength limit of carbon nanotubes has yet to
be reached experimentally. Nanotubes are indeed the strongest material known.
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INTRODUCTION

The mechanical response of carbon nanotubes to se
deformations and strains has attracted much attention s
their discovery in 1991.1,2 Carbon nanotubes have alrea
demonstrated exceptional mechanical properties:3–6 their ex-
cellent flexibility during bending has been observed exp
mentally and studied theoretically. Nanotubes combine h
stiffness with resilience and the ability to buckle and collap
in a reversible manner: even largely distorted configurati
~axially compressed or twisted! can be due to elastic defor
mations with virtually no atomic defects involved. For the
reasons, it has been suggested that carbon nanotubes
be promising candidates for a new generation of extrem
light and superstrong fibers. However, experiments prob
the strength of nanotubes are very challenging, due to
difficulties in growing high-quality, defect-free nanotubes
sufficient length and in measuring the strength of nanos
objects. Theoretically, investigating the ultimate strength
carbon nanotubes requires modeling of inherently mes
copic phenomena, such as plasticity and fracture, on a
croscopic, atomistic level, which presents its own set of ch
lenges. However, the initial stages of strain-induc
transformations can be deduced from simulations and th
results can be further refined by detailed investigations of
potential energy landscape.

It is now well established from simulations that beyond
certain value of the applied strain, around 5%–6%, sing
walled carbon nanotubes respond to the mechanical sti
via the spontaneous formation of topological defects.7 Given
the well-known 1 TPa Young modulus of graphite and
similar modulus of nanotubes8 when rescaled to the densit
of graphite, the range of elastic response indicates enorm
strength, unmatched by any other known material. It has
been shown that the mechanical response depends criti
on tube geometry: zigzag tubes display a higher strain re
tance than armchair tubes with same diameter.9,10 Different
orientations of the carbon bonds with respect to the st
axis in tubes of different symmetry lead to completely d
ferent scenarios: ductile or brittle behaviors can be obser
in nanotubes of different indices under the same exte
conditions. Furthermore, the behavior of nanotubes un
large tensile strain strongly depends on their symmetry
diameter7,9 and the initial stages of strain-induced transfo
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mations can be explained by dislocation theory.11,7 Recently,
some of these predictions have been confirmed by two in
pendent experiments: a number of carbon nanotubes do
exhibit mechanical failure and breakage up to about
strain.14,15 These results, although important in address
the problem of strength of carbon nanotubes, do not cle
determine the ultimate limit of their mechanical respon
due to the quality of the samples and experimental lim
tions.

In order to determine the ultimate limits of the elas
response of strained carbon nanotubes, one needs to ad
not only the problem of the stability of topological defec
under strain, but equally importantly, as it turns out, the e
ergetics of the activation process. We have therefore car
out extensive large-scale quantum calculations of the me
nism of formation of strain-induced topological defects
carbon nanotubes. Our results indicate that although the
pological defects become energetically stable at strains of
order of 5%–6%, the activation barriers for their formatio
are extremely high, thus hindering the creation of such
fects even at relatively large strains. This implies that ide
structurally perfect single-walled carbon nanotubes sho
be kinetically stable and resist strains well beyond the
observed experimentally and that they can indeed be con
ered the strongest materials known.

METHODOLOGY

The quantum simulations were carried out with
multigrid-based total-energy method that uses a real-sp
grid as the basis.16 The Perdew-Zunger parametrization17 of
the Ceperley-Alder18 exchange-correlation energy was use
The Kleinman-Bylander approach19 was chosen to include
nonlocal, norm-conserving pseudopotentials.20–22 The con-
vergence in bothk-space sampling and grid size was ca
fully evaluated, and the supercell containing the nanotu
included a large vacuum region (;7 Å), in order to ensure
that the interactions between tube images can be neglec

In order to extend this study to a larger class of syste
and to overcome the computational limitations ofab initio
calculations, we have carried out extensive comparisons
tween the accurate but expensiveab initio approach and the
less computationally demanding semiempirical tight-bind
and classical molecular dynamics methods. The tight-bind
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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and classical potential methods use adjustable parame
which are usually determined by fitting experimental andab
initio data for diamond, graphite, and carbon chains in th
equilibrium configurations. The reliability of these param
eters for describing the properties of strained carbon na
tube structures needs thus to be verified by fullab initio
calculations. In the tight-binding simulations we used an
thogonal sp3 model of Xu et al.23 This model is able to
describe the dynamical and elastic properties of nanotu
with good accuracy and reliability. The classical molecu
dynamics calculations used the Tersoff-Brenner many-b
potential to model interactions between carbon atoms.24,25

Although this potential is not as accurate as the quant
mechanical methods, it is very useful for qualitative a
semiquantitative estimates, and for explorations of the lo
time evolution or of large portions of the potential ener
landscape.

RESULTS

From the geometrical point of view, carbon nanotubes
hollow cylinders consisting of ‘‘rolled-up’’ graphite shee
~graphene!. Therefore, imposing an axial tension on a nan
tube is geometrically similar to imposing a lateral strain o
graphene sheet. Since the hexagons comprising the nano
walls have different orientations with respect to the tube a
~the so-called wrapping angle!, an axial tension translate
into lateral strains at varying angles in the graphene shee
particular, an axial strain in an armchair tube correspond
a planar tension which is applied perpendicular to the b
marked ‘‘AB’’ in Fig. 1~a!, while in a zigzag tube the plana
tension is parallel to the bond indicated as ‘‘CD’’ in Fig.
1~b!. We call the tension in armchair tubes ‘‘transverse
while the one in zigzag tubes will be called ‘‘longitudinal
The transverse tension finds natural release in a 90° rota
of the AB bond in Fig. 1~a!. This rotation changes fou
neighboring hexagons into two pentagons and two he
gons, forming a pentagon-heptagon-heptagon-pentagon~5-7-
7-5! defect @indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 1~a!#, and is
known as the Stone-Wales transformation.26 The Stone-
Wales transformation effectively elongates the tube in
strain direction, releasing the excess strain energy.7,11 In a
zigzag tube, which experiences longitudinal strain, theEF
bond in Fig. 1~b! forms a 60° angle with the tube axis, and
similar ~5-7-7-5! defect @indicated by a dashed line in Fig
1~b!# cannot effectively release the excess strain. This
plies that a greater resistance to axial strain should be
pected in zigzag nanotubes, since the onset of nonelastic
havior requires the formation of defect structures.

We have carried out extensiveab initio calculations, in-
vestigating the formation and activation energies of the~5-7-
7-5! defect in a~5,5! carbon nanotube and a graphene sh
subject to static strains of up to 15%.12 While the formation
energy~the difference in total energies between a defect
and an ideal carbon nanotube! is the quantity that determine
the stability of a topological defect, the activation energy~the
energy barrier that a system has to overcome to form a
fect! is the quantity that determines the ultimate limit of t
elastic response. If this barrier is sufficiently high, the def
14410
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will not be created even if its formation is thermodynam
cally preferred, and the elastic response will extend into
metastable regime.7 The activation barriers for the Stone
Wales transformation have been computed by constra
relaxation along the simplest kinetic pathway that leads
the formation of the defect. The C-C bond was rotated st
wise about its center, with only the angle of the rotation fix
at each step. The C atoms of the rotating bond were fre
move within the plane perpendicular to the graphene sh
and all the remaining internal degrees of freedom were fu
relaxed at each step. This procedure ensured an accurat
ploration of five of the six degrees of freedom of the tw
rotating atoms. In order to estimate the effect of the si
degree of freedom, we also allowed the confining plane to
shifted off center in selected test calculations, which w
carried out using the tight-binding method~see below!.
Asymmetric saddle points were indeed observed in sm
diameter nanotubes, where activation energies were red
by a small amount~less than 0.5 eV! by off-center bond
rotations. However, this variation is small on the ener
scale of the transformation and does not affect the gen
interpretation of our results.

Finally, in all the above calculations we assume consta
length conditions. To ascertain the validity of this assumpt
we have evaluated, from tight-binding simulations, the f
mation energy of the 5775 defect under a constant force
plied to the tube ends. For both the armchair~5,5! and the
zigzag ~9,0! tubes, the results are very similar to the
constant-length counterparts. Under a constant force,
tube will undergo a sudden elongation upon the formation

FIG. 1. Bond rotation in strained carbon nanotubes:~a! side
view of a ~5,5! armchair tube under axial strain: rotating the bo
‘‘ AB’’ by 90° forms a~5-7-7-5! defect~dashed lines!. ~b! Side view
of a ~9,0! zigzag tube where the bond ‘‘EF’’ is responsible of the
formation of the~5-7-7-5! defect~dashed lines!. See text.
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ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF CARBON NANOTUBES: A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 144105
the defect, since the defective tube has a longer equilibr
length at a given applied force. This elongation is'0.1 Å
for the ~5,5! tube and is even smaller for the~9,0! one. The
presence of this discontinuity under the constant-force c
ditions will cause the onset of the Stone-Wales transform
tion to occur earlier than under constant-length conditio
From our calculations, one can estimate that the defect
be energetically favored at an elongation 0.9% smaller t
at constant-length conditions. Since this change is smal
the scale of the transformation, we have restricted the dis
sion to the constant-length conditions.

The formation energies obtained fromab initio calcula-
tions are shown in Fig. 2~a! for both the~5,5! tube ~solid
line! and the graphene sheet~dashed line!. The formation
energy of the~5-7-7-5! defect decreases almost linearly wi
strain, and the defect becomes energetically favored
strains above 6%. The same trend is observed for
graphene sheet, although the defect energies are about
higher than in the~5,5! tube. The lower energy of the defec
in the nanotube can be attributed to its curvature, which
lows for a better relaxation of bond angles. The absenc
curvature in the flat graphene sheet makes the formatio
the ~5-7-7-5! defects less favorable, since the bond ang
between the atoms comprising the defect are forced to d
ate from the idealsp2 geometry. However, once the~5-7-
7-5! defects are formed, their stabilities in the~5,5! tube and
the graphene sheet are comparable. In Fig. 2~b! we display
the activation energies for defect formation in both the na
tube and sheet. These energies are very high: at 0% s
they are 8.6 eV in the~5,5! tube and 9.9 eV in the graphen
sheet. The latter value is in good agreement with the ‘‘c
certed exchange’’ diffusion process in graphite, where
value of 10.4 eV was obtained.27 Since the activation ener
gies are so high, the strain relaxation process is kinetic

FIG. 2. ~a! Formation energy of the~5-7-7-5! defect in a~5,5!
nanotube~circles! and a graphene sheet~squares! as function of
uniaxial strain.~b! Activation energy for the formation of the~5-7-
7-5! defect.
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controlled at room temperature. However, the barriers to
fect formation decrease significantly with strain. For e
ample, the activation energy for the Stone-Wales transfor
tion in a ~5,5! tube becomes 1.95 eV at 15% strain.
general, although the formation energies of the~5-7-7-5! de-
fect in the~5,5! tube are lower than those in graphene w
transverse strain, the activation energies in both systems
very close.

The high activation energies suggest that the perfect h
agonal network is kinetically stable even for strain valu
substantially larger than 5%. The use of a simple Arrhen
expressionG}Nbondsn̄ exp(2DE/kBT) ~Ref. 7! confirms that
the tubes are extremely stable at room temperature in t
hexagonal equilibrium configuration due to the large value
the activation energyDE.13 The same conclusion can b
drawn on the basis of the only two published experime
that have measured the strength of carbon nanotubes.14,15 In
both cases, some carbon nanotube samples have supp
maximum strain values above 5%. These values, althoug
remarkable agreement with the prediction of the thermo
namic stability of the~5-7-7-5! defect,7 do not represent the
ultimate strain limit for the system. The presence of frozen
defects that were formed during growth can certainly lim
the maximum sustainable strain, since they act as nuclea
centers for further topological modifications.7,9 Moreover,
the appearance of a~5-7-7-5! defect can be interpreted as
nucleation of a degenerate dislocation loop in the planar h
agonal network of the graphite sheet.11,9The configuration of
this primary dipole is a~5-7! core attached to an inverte
~7-5! core. The~5-7! defect behaves thus as a single-ed
dislocation in the graphitic plane. Once nucleated, the~5-7-
7-5! dislocation loop can ease further relaxation by sepa
ing the two dislocation cores, which glide through success
Stone-Wales bond rotations. This corresponds to a pla
flow of dislocations and gives rise to ductile behavior in t
nanotube. Moreover, the 5-7 defect is the smallest defect
can change the tube index without drastically altering
local curvature of the nanotube.28–31 In fact, the dissociation
of the~5-7-7-5! defects results in seamlessly connected na
tube sections of different symmetry. The relevance of t
process for the production of all-nanotube microelectro
devices has been recently demonstrated experimentally32 and
was also discussed theoretically in conjunction with adat
adsorption.33

We have extended the present investigation to a lar
variety of nanotubular systems using tight-binding and cl
sical potential methods. These more phenomenological te
niques are needed to overcome the substantial limitation
ab initio calculations with regard to system size and t
number of cases that can be studied.

We first turn to comparisons betweenab initio, tight-
binding, and classical molecular dynamics results, in orde
determine the reliability of the simpler techniques. Figure
compares the results ofab initio and tight-binding calcula-
tions for both the~5,5! tube and the graphene sheet. As
evident from the figure, the tight-binding results are in ve
good agreement with theab initio ones; e.g., the formation
energies of the~5-7-7-5! defect in graphene obtained from
tight-binding calculations are only 0.460.1 eV higher than
5-3
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ZHAO, NARDELLI, AND BERNHOLC PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 144105
those fromab initio calculations. However, the difference
between tight-binding andab initio results increase with
strain. For example, the formation energies of the Sto
Wales defect in the~5,5! tube differ by 0.1 eV at 0% strain
and by 0.7 eV at 15% strain. This increase can be attribu
to the fact that the tight-binding parameters were fitted
data for unstrained carbon systems. Therefore, their accu
and reliability decrease with increasing strain. Moreover,
agreement between the tight-binding andab initio results is
much better for graphene than for the~5,5! tube. This is

FIG. 4. Comparison betweenab initio and classical potentia
results for a~5,5! nanotube and a graphene sheet.~a!, ~c! Formation
energies;~b!, ~d! activation energies. Theab initio results are con-
nected by a solid line, while a dashed line connects the class
potential results.

FIG. 3. Comparison betweenab initio and tight-binding results
for a ~5,5! nanotube and a graphene sheet.~a!, ~c! Formation ener-
gies;~b!, ~d! activation energies. Theab initio results are connecte
by a solid line, while a dashed line connects the tight-bind
results.
14410
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because graphite data were used in fitting the original tig
binding parameters, while carbon nanotube data were no
general, however, the tight-binding method is a good al
native to the computationally costlyab initio method. Turn-
ing to the classical potential results, while they are able
give a qualitative and semiquantitative description of the m
chanical behavior of nanotubes, they tend to underestim
the ultimate limit of the elastic response. This is shown

al

FIG. 5. Curvature effects on the formation and activation en
gies of the ~5-7-7-5! defect in strained armchair nanotubes a
graphene under transverse strain. Circles correspond to a~5,5! tube,
squares to a~10,10! tube, and diamonds to a graphene sheet.
text.

FIG. 6. Curvature effects on the formation and activation en
gies of the ~5-7-7-5! defect in strained zigzag nanotubes a
graphene under longitudinal strain. Circles correspond to a~9,0!
tube, squares to a~17,0! tube, and diamonds to a graphene shee
5-4
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Fig. 4, where a comparison withab initio results is dis-
played. Although the classical potentials accurately rep
duce the lattice constants, the binding energies, and the
tic constants of both graphite and diamond, our compari
shows that the lack of a quantum-mechanical descrip
leads to significant underestimates in both activation and
mation energies.

We have investigated the curvature and helicity effects
the defect formation mechanism using the tight-bind
method. Figures 5 and 6 show the formation and activa
energies of a~5-7-7-5! defect in armchair and zigzag tubes
different diameters, and compare it to graphene. In armc
tubes, the defect becomes stable at strain values of 7%–
@The ab initio result for the~5,5! tubes is 6%.# Furthermore,
although the~5-7-7-5! defect formation is the dominan
mechanism for strain release in armchair nanotubes, th
not true for zigzag tubes.9,10 From Fig. 6, this defect is ther
modynamically unfavorable up to a very high strain val
~over 10%!. Therefore, zigzag nanotubes are expected to
even more resilient than armchair ones and tolerate very
values of axial tension. They thus extend the limit of ultima
strength to unprecedented values, far beyond that of
other known material. The results in Figs. 5 and 6 also sh
the effect of curvature: the lower defect formation energy
~5,5! tube suggests that~5-7-7-5! defects are more favorabl
in smaller-diameter nanotubes.9 The curvature effect de
creases with strain and seems to vanish at a high strain v
,
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SUMMARY

In summary, we have investigated the mechanism
strain-induced defect formation in carbon nanotubes thro
extensive quantum-mechanical and molecular mechanics
culations, focusing on the ultimate strength of these syste
Our results show that the excess elastic energy in a stra
nanotube is released via a spontaneous formation of to
logical defects whose characteristics depend upon the ge
etry and the diameter of the nanotube. The activation e
gies for the defect formation are found to be significan
higher than previously estimated, which increases the th
retical predictions of the elastic response and of the onse
mechanical failure in carbon nanotubes to unpreceden
values, well beyond those of other known materials. Acco
ing to the theoretical estimates, carbon nanotubes are by
the strongest material known.
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